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WEB TECHNOLOGIES (A60512)  

COURSE PLANNER 

OBJECTIVE AND RELEVANCE: 

        This course gives an in-depth review of Internet and Internet programming concepts and 

technologies necessary for business application design and development. It helps the students 

to understand the difference between static and dynamic web pages and also covers client 

side scripting like JavaScript and server side scripting like PHP, Servlets, JSPs. and also 

XML and web servers and database interfacing. 

COURSE PURPOSE: 

       The World Wide Web continues to provide a foundation for the development of a broad 

range of increasingly influential and strategic technologies, supporting a large variety of 

applications and services, both in the private and public sectors.  This module will give you 

an insight into different Web programming paradigms and to master the fundamentals of 

website development, such as PHP, XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, Ajax, JSP, and scripting 

languages. 

      It helps you to solve constantly changing real world problems through applying client 

server    Computational techniques and Build dynamic, database-driven web applications, 

such as use of a LAMP framework (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP) and JavaScript (+ 

Ajax), among others, to develop robust online programs. 

 

SCOPE OF COURSE: 

     This course enables students to understand web site planning, management and Maintenance. 

 

At the end of the course the student will be in a position to – 

1)  Gain knowledge of client side scripting, validation of forms and AJAX programming.  

2)  Have understanding of server side scripting with PHP language 

3)  Have understanding of what is XML and how to parse and use XML data with Java. 

4)  To introduce Server side programming with Java Servlets and JSP. 

5)  To implement the cookies and sessions for a web site. 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

 

S.No                 Description  Blooms level of 

taxonomy 

  1 Gain knowledge of client side scripting, validation of 

forms and AJAX programming.  

        

     L1:KNOWLEDGE 

 2 Have understanding of server side scripting with PHP 

language. 

 

      L2:UNDERSTAND 

 3 Have understanding of what is XML and how to parse 

and use 

 

    L6:SYNTHESIS 

 4 Create applications by using the concepts like JSP and 

Servlet. 

 

    L6:SYNTHEIS 

 
MAPPING COURSE OUTCOMES LEADING TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF PROGRAM 

OUTCOMES AND PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES: 

co
s Program Outcomes (PO) Program Specific 



Outcomes (PSO) 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 PSO3 

CO1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 

CO2 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 1 - - - 

CO3 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 - - - 

CO4 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 3 - - - 

 

1: Slight 

(Low) 

 

2: Moderate 

(Medium) 

 

3: Substantial 

(High)  

 

- : None  

 

PREREQUISITES: 

           Should have a good working knowledge of Java and C/C++. 

COURSE CONTENT: 

UNIT – I: 

Introduction to PHP: Declaring variables, data types, arrays, strings, operators, expressions, 

control structures, functions, Reading data from web form controls like text boxes, radio 

buttons, lists etc., Handling File Uploads, Connecting to database(MySQL as 

reference),executing simple queries, handling results, Handling sessions and cookies. 

File Handling in PHP: File operations like opening, closing, reading, writing, appending, 

deleting etc. on text and binary files, listing directories.   

UNIT – II:   

XML: Introduction to XML, Defining XML tags, their attributes and values, Document Type 

Definition, XML Schemas, Document Object Model, XHTML. 

Parsing XML Data: - DOM and SAX Parsers in java. 

UNIT – III:   

Introduction to Servlets: Common Gateway Interface (CGI), Lifecycle of a Servlet, deploying 

a servlet, The Servlet API, Reading Servlet parameters, Reading Initialization parameters, 

Handling HTTP Request and Responses, Using Cookies and Sessions, connecting to a 

database using JDBC. 

UNIT – IV:   

Introduction to JSP: The Anatomy of a JSP Page, JSP Processing, Declarations, Directives, 

Expressions, Code Snippets, implicit objects, Using Beans in JSP Pages, Using Cookies and 

session for session tracking, connecting to database in JSP. 

UNIT – V: 

Client side Scripting: Introduction to JavaScript: JavaScript language – declaring variables, 

scope of variables, functions, event handlers (onclick, on submit etc.), Document Object 

Model, Form validation. Simple AJAX application.   

 

Relevant syllabus for GATE: NA 

Relevant syllabus for ESA: NA 

 

LESSON PLAN: 

Session Week Topic 
Learning 

outcome 
Reference 



 UNIT I 

1.  

1 

Introduction to PHP  

TB 1 & TB 2 

2.  Declaring variables, data types,  

3.  Arrays, strings  

4.  Operators, expressions Fundaments about 
PHP 
webpages,sess
ions,cookies 
etc 

5.  

2 

Control structures 

6.  Functions 

7.  
Reading data from web form controls like text 

boxes, radio buttons, lists etc. 

8.  
Handling File Uploads and Connecting to 

database 

9.  

3 

Executing simple queries, handling results 

10.  Handling sessions and cookies 

11.  

File operations like opening, closing, reading, 
writing, appending, deleting etc. on text and 
binary files 

12.  listing directories 

 UNIT II 
13.  

4 

Introduction to XML  

TB 1 & TB 2 

14.  Defining XML tags    

15.  Attributes and values  

16.  Document Type Definition  

 Mock test-1 Knowledge 
about 
fundament
als of XML 

17.  

5 

Document Type Definition 

18.  XML Schemas 

19.  XML Schemas 

20.  Document Object Model 
 Bridge Class #1  

21.  

6 

Document Object Model  
22.  XHTML  
23.  DOM and SAX Parsers in java  
24.  DOM and SAX Parsers in java  

 Bridge Class #2  

 UNIT III 

25.   
7 
 
 
 

Common Gateway Interface (CGI)  TB 1 & TB 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TB 1 & TB 2 

26.  Common Gateway Interface (CGI)  

27.  Lifecycle of a Servlet  

28.  Lifecycle of a Servlet How to create 
a servlet 
and CGI 

 Bridge Class #3 
29.  

8 

deploying a servlet ,The Servlet API 
30.  Reading Servlet parameters 
31.  Reading Initialization parameters  



32.  Reading Initialization parameters  

 Bridge Class #4  

 I MID EXAMINATION 

33.  

9 

Handling HTTP Request and Responses  

TB 1 & TB 2 

34.  Using Cookies and Sessions Knowledge 

about 

JDBC 
35.  

Connecting to a database using JDBC. 

36.  Connecting to a database using JDBC  

 Bridge Class #5  

 UNIT IV 
37.  

10 

The Anatomy of a JSP Page  

TB 1 & TB 2 

38.  The Anatomy of a JSP Page  
39.  JSP Processing  
40.  JSP Processing Knowledge 

about 
JSP,directiv
es,code 
snippets 

 Bridge Class #6 

41.  

11 

Declarations 

42.  Directives 

43.  Directives 

44.  Expressions 

 Bridge Class #7 

45.  

12 

Code Snippets 

46.  Code Snippets 
47.  implicit objects 
48.  Using Beans in JSP Pages  

 Bridge Class #8 Knowledge 
about 
cookies 

49.  

13 

Using Cookies and session for session tracking 
50.  Using Cookies and session for session tracking 
51.  connecting to database in JSP 

52.  connecting to database in JSP  

 Bridge Class #9  

 UNIT V 

53.  

14 

Introduction to JavaScript  

 
 

TB 1 & TB 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TB 1 & TB 2 

54.  Introduction to JavaScript How to create 
java script 
and 
manage 
event 
handlers 

55.  JavaScript language 

56.  Declaring variables 
 Bridge Class #10 

57.  

15 

Scope of variables 
58.  functions 
59.  functions 
60.  Event handlers (onclick, on submit etc.) 

 Bridge Class #11 

61.  
16 

Event handlers (onclick, on submit etc.) 

62.  Document Object Model 



63.  Document Object Model  

64.  Form validation  

 Bridge Class #12  

 II MID EXAMINATIONS 

SUGGESTED BOOKS: 

Text Books 

1) Web Technologies, Uttam K Roy, Oxford University Press.   

2) The complete Reference PHP – Steven Holzner, Tata McGraw-Hill. 

Reference Books 

1) Web Programming, building internet applications, Chris Bates 2nd edition, Wiley Dreamtech. 

2) Java Server Pages –Hans Bergsten, SPD O’Reilly. 

3) Java Script, D.Flanagan, O’Reilly, SPD. 

4) Beginning Web Programming-Jon Duckett WROX. 

5) Programming World Wide Web, R.W.Sebesta, Fourth Edition, Pearson. 

6) Internet and World Wide Web – How to program, Dietel and Nieto, Pearson. 

QUESTION BANK: 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS: 

UNIT I 
Short Answer Questions 

S.No Question Blooms level 

1 What is PHP? L1:KNOWLEDGE 

2 What is Array? L1:KNOWLEDGE 

3 Write syntax of conditional statements? L1:KNOWLEDGE 

4 Write syntax of control statements? L1:KNOWLEDGE 

5 What is session and cookies? L2:UNDERSTAND 

6 Write syntax of functions? L2:UNDERSTAND 

 
Long Answer Questions 
1. Create a web application using PHP for dynamic Frequently Asked Queries. The application 

should obtain the information to create the dynamic FAQ Web page from a database 

that consists of topics table and FAQ table. Topics table will have topic id, topic 
name, FAQ table will have topic id, question, and answer. (L3:APPLY) 

2. Create a simple HTML form and accept the user name and display the name through PHP echo 
statement. (L5:SYNTHESIS) 

3. Write a PHP script to get the PHP version and configuration information. (L2:UNDERSTAND) 
4. Write a PHP script to get the client IP address. (L2:UNDERSTAND) 
5. Write a PHP script to get the current file name.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

6. Write a PHP program to construct a binary tree and to traverse the same in post- 
order. (L2:UNDERSTAND) 

7. Briefly describe the various types of operators and control structures used in PHP with examples. 
(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

8. Discuss the various steps involved in connecting a PHP page with a database in detail. 
(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

9. List out the file operations that can be performed in PHP by using an example for each. 

(L2:UNDERSTAND) 
10. Summarize the functions used for creating sessions and cookies in PHP with a program. 

(L2:UNDERSTAND) 



UNIT II 
Short Answer Questions 
1. What is XML? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 
2. What is DTD(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 
3. Syntax of  DTD? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 
4. What is DOM? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

5. What is SAX? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 
6. Describe XML SCHEMAS? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

 

Long Answer Questions- 
1. Discuss about the characteristics of xml in detail.(L4:ANALYSIS) 

2. Give the syntax of an XML document and explain how a basic XML document is created with an 
example.( L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

3. Briefly explain the following terms related to Document Type Definition: 
    a. Elements 
    b. attributes & entities 
    c .internal & external entities.(L2:UNDERSTANDING) 

4. Define an XML schema. Show how an XML schema can be created. (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

5. What is a namespace? Describe how a namespace is created with a relevant 
example.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

6. List out the goals of XML in detail.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 
7. Explain the four possible keywords in a DTD declaration with suitable examples.(L3:APPLY) 
8. Clearly explain the advantages of XML schemas over DTDs.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 
9. Show how SAX is an alternative method for parsing XML documents. Also give the advantages of 

SAX.(L3:APPLY) 

10. Discuss about the xml document object model in detail.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 
11. Explain briefly about the following 
12. DOM xml parser(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 
13. SAX xml parser.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 
14.  

UNIT III 
Short Answer Questions 

1. What is CGI?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

2. Draw life cycle of SERVLET?(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

 3. What is reading servlet parameters?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

4. What is Initialization parameters?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

5. What is JDBC?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

Long Answer Questions 

1. Explain the functionality of javax. Servlet package for web servers. Discuss about various 

classes and interfaces of the package.(L4:ANALYSIS) 

2. Describe setting up the Apache Tomcat Server and testing Tomcat server.(L4:ANALYSIS) 

3. Explain the method of reading the names and values of parameters that are included in a 

client request. Illustrate with an example program.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

4. Discuss the methods defined by Servlet Request interface.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

5. Discuss briefly about the life cycle methods of a Servlet.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

6. Distinguish the Get and post request with a program.(L4:ANALYSIS) 

7. Discuss how servlets can be used to extend a web server’s 

functionality.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 



8. List out the methods to access context parameters in servlet with a 

program.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

9. Summarize the methods used for creating sessions and cookies with an 

example.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

10. Write a servlet program to display all the information about the server.(L3:APPLY) 

 

UNIT IV 
Short Answer Questions 
1.  What is JSP?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

2. What is session tracking?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

3. Steps to follow to connect JDBC through JSP?(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

4. What are JSP declarations?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

5. What are JSP directives?(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

Long Answer Questions- 

1. Briefly explain the components of JSP.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

2. Write about the JSP processing.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

3. How application data can be shared in JSP? Explain.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

4. What are the limitations of Servlets? How JSP over comes these 

Problems.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

5. Write a JSP with a Bean in the session scope.(L3:APPLY) 

6. How do you restrict page errors display in the JSP page? Explain.(L3:APPLY) 

7. List out the steps to connect with the database from JSP with a sample 

program.(L4:ANALYSIS) 

8. Explain in detail about various directives available in JSP with an 

example.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

9. Discuss the steps involved in pass control from one page to another with a 

program.(L4:ANALYSIS) 

10. Give a detailed description about JSP debugging techniques.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

 

UNIT V 
Short Answer Questions 
1. What is java script? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

2. How  to declare scripting in JAVA? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

3. What is syntax of function? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

4. What is event handlers? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

5. What is from validation? (L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

Long Answer Questions 

1. Develop a JavaScript to determine whether a given number is an ‘ARMSTRONG 

NUMBER’ or not. [Eg: 153 is an Armstrong number, since sum of the cube of the digits is 

equal to the number i.e., 13 + 53+ 33 = 153].(L5:SYNTHESIS) 

2. Describe the various Date Objects with suitable examples.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

3. Explain briefly the following event onclick, on load, on focus, on blur.(L2:UNDERSTAND) 

4. Write a Java script for searching an element in a list using Binary search 

technique.(L3:APPLY) 

5. Explain briefly the inline style sheets, embedded style sheets, External style sheets with an 

example.    



6. Explain about Arrays and objects in java script with an example.(L1:KNOWLEDGE) 

7. Write a Recursive functions in java script to sort ‘n’ elements using Bubble sort.(L3:APPLY) 

 

OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS: JNTUH 
Unit I 
1. Which of the following tags is not a valid way to begin and end a PHP code block?             

a .<% %> b.<? ?> c. <?= ?> d. <! !>    [  ] 

2. Variables always start with a ........ in PHP               

a. Pond-sign b. Yen-sign c. Dollar-sign  d. Euro-sign   [  ] 

3 What is the value displayed when the following is executed? Assume that the code was 

executed using the following URL:testscript.php?c=25<?php 

function process($c, $d = 25) 

{ 

global $e; 

$retval = $c + $d - $_GET['c'] - $e; 

return $retval; 

} 

$e = 10; 

echo process(5); 

?>             

a. 25  b.-5 c. 10 d.5        [  ] 

4. Which of the following is not valid PHP code?     [  ] 

a. $_10 b. ${“MyVar”} c. &$something d. $10_somethings 

5. What will happen in this function call? 

1.     <?php 

2.     function calc($price, $tax)  

3.     { 

4.         $total = $price + $tax; 

5.     } 

6.     $pricetag = 15; 

7.     $taxtag = 3; 

8.     calc($pricetag, $taxtag);  

9.     ?> 

           [  ] 

a. Call By Value b. Call By Reference c. Default Argument Value d.none 

6.  Which of the following are valid function names? 

i) function() 

ii) €() 

iii) .function() 

iv) $function()           [  

] 

a. Only ii) b.  None   c.ALL  d.  iii) and iv) 

7. PHP’s numerically indexed array begins with position __.         [  ] 

a.1  b. 2   c. 0  d.-1 

8. Which of the following are correct ways of creating an array? 

i) state[0] = “karnataka”; 



ii) $state[] = array(“karnataka”); 

iii) $state[0] = “karnataka”; 

iv) $state = array(“karnataka”);       [ ] 

a. iii) and iv)  b. ii) and iii)  c. Only i)  d. ii), iii) and iv) 

9. Which function will return true if a variable is an array or false if it is not? [  ] 

a. this_array()  b. is_array()  c. do_array()  d. in_array() 

10. Which of the following statements invoke the exception class?       [  ] 

a. throws new Exception(); b. throw new Exception();c. new Exception();d. new throws 

Exception(); 

 

UNIT II 
1.   What is the correct syntax of the declaration which defines the XML version?:   [  ] 

a. <xml version="A.0" /> b. <?xml version="A.0"?> c. <?xml version="A.0" />   d. None 

of the above 

2.   Kind of Parsers are              [  ] 

a.   well-formed   b. well-documented c. non-validating and validating d. none of the 

above 

3. Comment in XML document is given by      [  ] 

a. <?-- --> b. <!-- --!> c. <!-- -->  d. </-- -- > 

4. Which of the following strings are a correct XML name?    [  ] 

a.  _myElement  b.  my Element c. #myElement d. None of the above 

5. The syntax for parameter entity is                   [  ] 

a. <! ENTITY % NAME DEFINITION>b.  < ENTITY % NAME DEFINITION>c. <! ENTITY 

$ NAME DEFINITION>         d. < ENTITY % NAME DEFINITION>. 

 

6.  The default model for complex type, in XML schemas for element is  [  ] 

a. textOnly  b. elementOnly  c.  no default type d. both 1 & 2 

7. Microsoft XML Schema Data types for Hexadecimal digits representating octates[        ] 

a. UID b. UXID  c. UUID d. XXID 

8.  In simple type built into XML schema type flat has single precision of ________ floating 

point           [ 

 ] 

a.16 bit  b. 32 bit c.8 bit  d. 4 bit 

9.  The XML DOM object is         [  ] 

a. Entity  b. Entity Reference  c. Comment Reference d. Comment 

Data 

10. To create a data island we use the _____________HTML element  [  ] 

a. <XML>  b. <dataisland> c. <Island>  d. <XMLIsland> 

  

 

UNIT III 

1. The Java __________ specification defines an application programming interface for 

communication between the Web server and the application program.  [  ] 

a. Servlet b. Server   c. Program        d. Randomize    

2.  The doGet() method in the example extracts values of the parameter’s type and number by 

using __________                [  ] 



a. request.getParameter() b. request.setParameter()    c.   responce.getParameter()  

d. responce.getAttribute() 

3. Which JDBC driver Type(s) can be used in either applet or servlet code?           [  ] 

a. Both Type 1 and Type 2  b. Both Type 1 and Type 3 c. Both Type 3 and Type 4 

d. Type 4 only 

4. What are the mechanisms available in ServletContextListener interface?  [  ] 

a. contextInit(), contextService(), contextDestroyed()  b. contextInitialized((),contextDestroyed() 

c. contextInitialized(), contextService(), contextDestroyed()      d. None 

5. Dynamic interception of requests and responses to transform the information is done by 

a. servlet container b. servlet config c. servlet context d. servlet filter 

6. What is the limit of data to be passed from HTML when doGet() method is used? [  ] 

a.4K b. 8K  c.2K  d.1K 

7. Which method is used to specify before any lines that uses the PintWriter?          [  ] 

a. setPageType() b. setContextType() c. setContentType() d. setResponseType() 

8. Which method is called when client request come?       [  ] 

a. get()      b. Post()  c.init()  d. service ( ) 

9. Which http method is idempotent?        [  ] 

a.  get  b.  post  c. trace   d. option 

10.  Name the http method that sends the same response as the request.      [ 

 ] 

a. DEBUG method b. TRACE method c. OPTIONS method d. HEAD method 

 

UNIT IV 
1.  A JSP is transformed into a       [  ] 

a. Java applet. b. Java servlet. c. Either 1 or 2 above. d. Neither 1 nor 2 above. 

2. ____________ programming language(s) or scripting language(s) does Java Server Pages 

(JSP) support?         [  ] 

a. VBScript only  b. Jscript only 

c. Java only   d. All of the above are supported 

3. ____________ No. copies of a JSP page can be in memory at a time?             [  ] 

a. One  b. Two  c.Three d.Unlimited 

4. How does Tomcat execute a JSP?       [  ] 

a. As a CGI script   b. As an independent process 

c. By one of Tomcat's threads  d. None. 

5.  The following ________do not supports JSP directly?               [  ] 

a. Weblogic server b. Websphere server  c. Tomcat server       d. Apache Http Server. 

6. JSP includes a mechanism for defining ............................... or custom tags.  [  ] 

a.static attributes b. local attributes       c. dynamic attributes d. global attributes 

7. JSP is not governed by the syntax and semantics defined by the ................... specifications.  

a. Java 2 b. Java 2.4    c. Java 1    d. Java 1.2 

8. JSP containers are required to support ..................... different formats of JSP syntax. 

a. Two  b. Three  c. Four        d. Only One 

9. The difference between Servlets and JSP is the................    [  ] 

a. translation   b. compilation  

c. syntax   d. Both A and B 



10. Assuming the appropriate taglib directives, which are valid examples of custom tag usage? 

(Choose all that apply.)         [ ] 

a. <foo:bar /> b. <my:tag></my:tag> c. <mytag value=”x” />       d. <c:out value=”x” />. 

 

UNIT V 
1. The following -------------------- syntax is correct to refer an external script called 

“formValidation.js”?          [            

] 

a) - < script href = “formValidation.js”>               

b) - < script source = “formValidation.js”> 

c) - < script name = “formValidation.js”> 

d)  - < script src = “formValidation.js”> 

2. -------------------- type of image maps could be used with Java Script?  [       ] 

a)  Client-side image maps   b) Server-side image maps        

c)  Both A and B             d) Localhost image maps 

3. ---------------------- is the correct way for writing Java Script array?  [ ] 

a). var salaries = new Array( 1:39438, 2:39839 3:83729) 

b). var salaries = new (Array:1=39438, Array:2=39839, Array:3=83729) 

c). var salaries = new Array(39438,39839,83729) 

d). var salaries = new Array(39438,39839,83729) 

4. ---------------------- is the purpose of <no script> tag in Java Script?  [ ] 

a)  Prevents scripts on the page from executing. 

b)  Enclose text to be displayed by non-JavaScript browsers 

c)  Suppresses the result to be displayed on the web page 

d)  None of the above 

5. Java Script entities start with ____________ and end with ______________ [ ] 

a) Semicolon, colon   b) Semicolon, Ampersand 

c)   Ampersand, colon   d) Ampersand, semicolon 

6. ---------------------- is a server-side Java Script object. 

a). Function      b). File        [ ] 

c). File Upload            d). Date 

7. ---------------------- is a client-side Java Script object? 

a). File      b). Function       c). File Upload      d). Time.    [ ] 

8. ---------------------- method is used to evaluate a string of Java Script code in the context of the 

specified object? 

a).  Eval            b).  Parse Doule        c). Parse Object d). Efloat   [ ] 

9. ------------ is the event that fires when the form elements : <button>.<textarea> loses the 

focus?           [

 ] 

a). Onclick            b) Ondblclick     c)   Onfocus      d) Onblur 

10. To insert a JavaScript into an HTML page, ------------ tag is used? 

a)  < script=’java’>        b) < javascript>     [ ] 

c)  < script>                    d) < js> 

 

WEBSITES: 

1) www.w3schools.com/html/ 



2) en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP 

3) http://www.careerride.com/ 

4) http://www-scf.usc.edu/~csci571/2013Fall/lynda.html 

5) http://people.cs.pitt.edu/~mehmud/cs134-2084/lectures.html 

6) http://www.eli.sdsu.edu/courses/fall04/cs683/notes/ 

 

Expert details: 

1) Dr. P. Padmanabham Director Academics BIET. 

2) Dr.Vijayaraghavan Varadharajan,Senior Scientist,Infosys. 

3)  

Journals (National & International): 

1) http://www.academypublisher.com/jetwi/ 

2) http://www.igi-global.com/journal/international-journal-information-technology-web/1093 

3) http://www.rintonpress.com/journals/jwe/ 

4) http://www.ronpub.com/index.php/journals/ojwt 

 

List of topics for students seminars: 

1) Hibernate  

2) Struts 

3) Swings 

4) EJB 

5) Persistent data management using java bean 

 

Case Studies / Small Projects: 

1) Calculator using html and CSS and java script 

2) Student data base management using tomcat and jsp/servlets 

3) Blood donor management system using tomcat and jsp/servlets 

4) Bus route management system 

5) Class Room allotment system 

 

http://www.eli.sdsu.edu/courses/fall04/cs683/notes/
http://www.ronpub.com/index.php/journals/ojwt
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